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The Lights of Seoul

English Lyrics by Young Shin Oh 
Composed by Suk Hong, Paul J Hwang 
Arranged by Paul J Hwang 

Morning sunlight in your eyes brings life to everything 
Waking the earth with love and tenderness within 
Feel the blooming of the trees vivid in the clear blue
sky 
So blue that it just takes your heart and breath away 

And why the smallest whispers in your ears give
happiness 
Because I know that tomorrow is full of love?? for us
all?? 

Hi Seoul~ chase the shining dreams ahead 
The days to come are full of hope for everyone 
The shining sun will light up your path 'till the end 
Like birds we'll take the flight of pure joy, for days to
come?? Hi Seoul?? 

Silent starlight in the sky gives me hope and warmth
inside 
Filling my heart with love and happiness within 
Sweet memories of friendship of us linger in my heart 
So sweet that it just takes your heart and breath away 

And why the smallest whispers from the streets talk
happiness 
Because all the joy n' passion is all out there?? for us
all 

Hi Seoul~ chase the shining dreams ahead 
The days to come are full of hope for everyone 
The shining sun will light up your path 'till the end 
Like birds we'll take the flight of pure joy, for days to
come?? Hi Seoul?? 

Hi Seoul?? chase the shining dreams ahead 
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The days to come are full of hope for everyone 
The shining sun will light up your path 'till the end 
Like birds we'll take the flight of pure joy, for days to
come?? Hi Seoul??
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